
Watch wear

1. Daily wear

It is recommended that you wear the watch with a

moderate degree of tightness on the wrist to ensure that

the optical heart rate monitor can monitor data properly.

2. Wear during workout

During running or other workouts, it is recommended that

you wear the watch in a fitting, comfortable and non-slip

tightness.

Note: Use the sport strap during workout.

Screen lock interface

The watch automatically enters the low-power screen lock

state after a period of inactivity and displays the watchface

interface. In this case, you can unlock the watch by short

pressing any button. During workout, the corresponding

workout data lock screen is displayed. In this case, you can



press the middle button to unlock the watch and switch data

items. If you do nothing after unlocking the watch, it

automatically enters the low-power screen lock state again.

By covering the watchface with your palm, you can quickly

enter the low-power screen lock interface.

Note: The watch also quickly enters the low-power screen lock interface
if the watchface is immersed in water when the watch is in a non-
unlocked state.

Touch screen operations

Tap on the screen

Switch to the next item or select the

current item

Swipe left or right on

the screen

Switch the interface horizontally

Swipe up or down on

the screen

Scroll up or down the interface

Long press on the

screen

Long press on the watchface

interface to activate watchface

function selection



Common button operations

Upper

button

Short press

Switch widgets leftwards on

the watchface interface;Scroll

up the interface

Long press

Display the quick setup

interface on the watchface

interface;Return to the

previous interface for other

interfaces

Long press for 4

seconds
Power on the watch

Long press for 6

seconds

Display the restart and power-

off interface of the watch

Long press for 10



seconds Power off the watch

Middle

button

Short press

Display the workout list on the

watchface interface;Enter the

next interface for other

interfaces or activate the

function

Long press
Return to the watchface

interface

Lower

button

Short press

Switch widgets rightwards on

the watchface interface;Scroll

down the interface

Long press
Activate the message list on

the watchface interface

System status icons



Battery status of the watch

Watch is being charged

Watch is fully charged

Watch is working in low-power protection mode The

watch enters the low-power protection mode when

the remaining battery level is not greater than 5%. In

this case, the protection mode can be deactivated

only when the battery level is greater than 5%.

Watch is disconnected from the mobile phone This

icon displays on the watchface interface when

Bluetooth disconnection occurs between the

distantly isolated watch and mobile phone or

Bluetooth broadcasting is disabled.



No Disturb mode is enabled

Airplane Mode is enabled

Watch is connected with a Bluetooth headset This

increases system power consumption.

Watch is playing music If music playback is ended, it

is recommended that you power off the Bluetooth

headset timely or disconnect the headset in the

"Settings".

Quick setup menu

By swiping down on the watchface interface, the quick setup

menu displays, where you can toggle on or off some common

functions and switch between some modes and access more



settings.

Watchface

1. Changing the watchface

By long pressing on the watchface interface, the

watchface selection interface displays, where you can view

currently built-in and installed watchfaces. Also, you can

change the current watchface in the Amazfit Watch app on

the mobile phone.

2. Customizing the watchface

After entering the watchface selection interface, you can

see the customization entry for setting the custom

backgrounds and hands of the watchface.

In the Amazfit Watch app, you can upload your favorite

images to the watch and select one of them from custom

watchfaces to replace the current background.

Connecting with the mobile phone



By establishing a Bluetooth connection between the mobile

phone and the watch, you can receive weather updates, SMS

messages, and synchronize workout and health data in real

time.

Charging

Connect the watch to the charging dock. Insert the other end

of the USB plug to the USB power adapter, and the watch



displays as being charged.

Note: During installation, ensure that the charging contact on the dock is
aligned with that on the watch and the watch is fully secured to the dock.

Connecting with the computer

1. Connecting with a PC

Connect the watch to the dock and also to the PC through

a USB connection. Then, double-click "Amazfit Sports

Watch 2" in "My Computer" and double-click "Internal

Storage Device" to access the file list on the watch.



Note: You must install the MTP driver to connect with the watch if the
operating system of the PC is earlier than Windows XP SP2.

2. Connecting with a Mac computer

Always install the Android File Transfer tool on the Mac

computer before you can connect with the watch.

Connect the watch to the dock and also to the Mac

computer through a USB connection, and the Android File

Transfer tool automatically displays the file list on the

watch.

3. Copying files

Once the watch is connected with the computer, you can

view some folders under the root directory of the watch. In

this case, you can copy the required files to those folders.

/Music/ Store .mp3 files

/gpxdata/ Store .gpx track files



/WatchFace/ Store the imported files

Updating the watch system

Regularly updating the watch system continuously improves

and optimizes the system and fixes previously found bugs.

Note: Before updating, ensure that the remaining battery level of the
watch is greater than 40% and a stable Wi-Fi connection is available
throughout the updating.

1. Checking for updates on the watch

Select "Check for Updates" in the "More Settings" menu to

check whether the current watch system is up-to-date.

When the watch checks for updates, it always checks

whether an automatically synchronized updatable system is

available on it. If no, you need to download the update

from a Wi-Fi network.

In this case, the successfully connected Wi-Fi network is

selected automatically. If a password is required for

connecting to the Wi-Fi network, the password entry page

displays in the Amazfit Watch app after you select the Wi-

Fi network on the watch. After entering the correct

password, you can proceed to download the update and

complete further upgrade steps.

2. Checking for updates in the app

In the Amazfit Watch app, you can check for watch system



updates by navigating to "My Watch" > "More" > "Watch
System Update".

Connecting with a Bluetooth headset

The watch supports connecting with A2DP Bluetooth headsets.

To scan for headsets, select "Bluetooth Device" in "More

Settings" > "Connection" on the watch. Once a headset is

successfully connected, it automatically connects with the

watch after being powered on in the future.

Widgets and apps

"Apps" refer to independently available functions on the watch,

such as sleep, heart rate and compass.

"Widgets" refer to the items displayed on both sides of the

watchface, which reflect the status of current app summary.

The apps displayed as widgets do not appear in the app list.

Default display order of widgets



Display and closing of widgets

In the Amazfit Watch app, you can view "Widget and App

Management" in "My Watch", where you can set whether to

display certain widgets and adjust the display order of widgets

and apps.

Daily Overview

The number of daily taken steps, physical consumption, and



accumulated workout statistics with the watch worn are

aggregated to the Daily Overview.

Also, the weekly report for the previous week is generated at

nine a.m. on each Monday so that you can easily view the

workout and health data for the past week.

Workout Record

In addition to the last 30 historical workout records and the

aggregate workout data generated by the watch so far, you

can also view the current maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max)

data and training load in the Workout Record.

Note: The watch displays only the last 30 workout records. After
successfully synchronizing the watch with the Amazfit Watch app or
uploading workout data to the server with the Wi-Fi synchronization
function of the watch, you can view complete workout records in the
app.

Heart rate



Amazfit Sports Watch 2 and 2S support two modes of heart

rate measurement, namely "Single HR" and "Continuous HR".

You can switch both modes in the Heart Rate app.

Note: To improve the accuracy of heart rate measurement, wear the
watch correctly while ensuring that the wearing part is clean and free of
sunscreen smear.

1. Single HR mode

It is recommended that you wear the watch with a

moderate degree of tightness on the wrist to ensure that

the optical heart rate monitor can monitor data properly.

2. Continuous HR mode



Once Continuous HR is enabled, the Heart Rate app displays

the heart rate value per minute (bpm) and the average,

maximum and minimum, and resting heart rates (available for

measurement only when you sleep with the watch worn) of the

day within non-workout periods.

Also, you can view details of those data on the watch and in

the Amazfit Watch app.

Note: Enabling Continuous HR measurement results in a reduction in the
normal use hours of the watch after each charge.

3. Distribution of heart rate intervals

Maximum (220 − age) x (90% to 100%)

Anaerobic (220 − age) x (80% to 90%)

Cardio Training (220 − age) x (70% to 80%)

Fat Burning (220 − age) x (60% to 70%)

Warm Up (220 − age) x (50% to 60%)

Non-Workout Heart rate in non-workout conditions

Sleep Heart rate during sleep

Weather



The weather widget allows you to view the weather

information for recent days at any time. Given that weather

data synchronization must be done through the mobile phone

network, always connect the watch to the mobile phone to

update weather information in real time.

Also, you can be instantly notified of the released weather

alerts by messages on the watch.

Alarm

You can add alarm reminders on the watch and set them as

repetitive reminders or delete unneeded ones.

Music

The music player can play the mp3 audio files copied to the

"Music" folder on the watch. Also, you can set the playback

order of those files and the volume, which are also supported

for Bluetooth headsets.



Sleep

By sleeping at night with the watch worn, the watch can

monitor your sleep condition. Also, the watch provides detailed

analysis of the "Total Sleep Time", "Deep Sleep", and "Light

Sleep" on the next day. You can view those data on the watch

or in the Amazfit Watch app.

Other apps

In addition, the watch provides some common apps in the app

list, which can be displayed as widgets when needed.

Training Center: It provides the beginner, 5 km, 10 km, half-

marathon, and full-marathon training plan templates, which

allow you to accomplish different training targets within

certain periods.

Stopwatch: It can record multiple times spent for different

purposes.

Timer: You can set a countdown with a vibration reminder



when the countdown expires.

Compass: You can use it to recognize directions but ensure to

stay away from the magnetic field to avoid interference. In

outdoors, it provides the current latitude, longitude, altitude

and other information.

Message

By connecting the watch with the mobile phone, SMS

messages can be displayed on the watch.

To stop receiving the messages pushed by an app, you can

disable the message notification by navigating to "Me" >

"Settings" > "Notification Settings" > "App Notification

Settings" in the Amazfit Watch app.

Music Remote Controller



When the watch is connected with the mobile phone, you can

control music playback on the mobile phone through the

watch, such as playing, pausing, and switching to the next

track. To use this function, navigate to "Me" > "Settings" >

"Notification Settings" > "App Notification Settings" and

enable "Music Remote Controller" in the Amazfit Watch app.

Then, you can display the music control interface by swiping

up on the watchface interface.

Note: This function mainly supports the music players supplied with
mobile phones and some audio apps.

Caller Identification



When the watch is connected with the mobile phone, the

watch displays a reminder for incoming calls when the mobile

phone receives an incoming call.

Daily maintenance of the watch

Daily cleaning

After taking workout or sweating a lot with the watch worn, it

is recommended that you rinse the watch with the gentle water

stream and dry off before continuing to wear it.

After you have worn the watch for a long time, also rinse it

with the gentle water stream and dry off before continuing to

wear it.

Cleaning after swimming

After you swim with the watch worn, it is recommended that

you soak the watch in clean water or pure water for five

minutes and dry it off before continuing to wear it to prevent

the damage caused by pool water disinfectant.



After you swim in lakes, rivers, and other water sources with

potential impurities, it is recommended that you rinse the

watch with the gentle water stream and dry it off to remove

foreign material or sediment from the watch case.

After you swim in seawater, it is recommended that you soak

the watch in clean water or pure water for five minutes and dry

it off before continuing to wear it to prevent salt crystallization

in the pores.


